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1. Consider a Banach space X and let B(X) be the algebra of linear- 
bounded operators on 3Z. If T, S, X E B(3E) we may define on B(X) the opera- 
tor 
C( T, S) X = TX - XS, 
which is often called the commutator of T and S. 
We denote 
px(T, S) = !E /I C(T, S)n X jjlln. 
This number can be considered as a “spectral distance” from S to T with 
regard to X, being intimately connected with spectral properties of T and S 
at least in the case when these have the single-valued extension property [l] 
(in particular if they are decomposable [2]). 
If X = I then (see [3]) 
C(T, S)” I = (T - S)[%l = f (- l)k (;) T”-kSk 
k=O 
and PIT, S) = p,,(T, S> b ecomes a nonsymmetric spectral distance [4], [5]. 
In the following we shall need: 
LEMMA 1. If T, S E B(3E) and f (A) is a X-valued (B(X)-valued) analytic 
function such that (AZ - S)f (A) E const. and the series 
g(h) = 2 (- 1)” [C(T, S)n Xlfy 
n=o 
converges absolutely and uniformly in 3E (resp. B(3)), then 
(AI - T)g(A) z X(h1 - S) f (A) = const. 
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The proof is implicitely contained in [6, Chapt. 21. Our purpose is to give a 
few properties of the number px(T, S) improving some older results [6], [4]. 
The main results are Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 4.1; this last theorem, 
obtained for decomposable operators, exhibits in fact another formula of 
px(T, S) (see Corollary 1 of this theorem). In the sequel, we denote 
where F is a closed set in the complex plane and p > 0. In particular 
D({A}, p) = D(h, p) is the disk with the center X and the radius p. 
2. If the operators have not any special properties, the numbers px( T, S) 
offers us a very few information. 
However it seems to be interesting the following result: 
THEOREM 2.1. If T, S, X E B(X) and h E CD(a(S), px(T, S)) then the 
equation (Al - T) Rx(A) = X has a B(X)-valued analytic solution Rx in a 
neighborhood of A. 
PROOF. Let h E (@a(S), px(T, S)) 3 o(S) and D(h, ra) C D(h, rl) C p(S) 
with rl - rs > px(T, S). Then the resolvent of S verifies, for ,A E D(X, ra), the 
inequality 
where 
If we shall take 0 < E < rl - r2 - px(T, S) then there exists an M, > 1 
such that 
II 'W, S)" X II < K[px(T S) + ~1". 
Than the series 
R,(p) = t (- 1)n [C(T, Sp X] li(‘;l;$)‘“’ 
n-0 
verifying the estimation 
II Rx64 II < QW& 
r1-~2 -px(T,S) -E 
converges absolutely and uniformly in B(X) and defines an analytic function 
in a neighborhood of A. In addition, by Lemma 1.1, 
(AI - T) R,(h) zz X(/v - S) R(h, S) = X 
and our proof is finished, 
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3. An operator T E B(E) has the single-valued extension property [l] if 
the only X-values analytic solution of the equation 
(AI - T)f(h) = 0 is f(h) 5 0. 
Then /\ E ,+(x) (the resolvent of s with regard to T) if there exists an analytic 
function x(p) ( uni q ue from definition) such that (PI- T) x(p) = z in a 
neighborhood of h and, by definition, “r(x) = &r(~) is the spectrum of x with 
regard to T. 
LEMMA 3.1. If T has the single-valued extension property and f (A) is an 
analytic sohtion of the equation (AI - S)f(X) = 0 then for any X E B(3E) we 
have 
4Xf (4) C Wt PXGT 9). 
PROOF. If E > 0 is given then there exists an M, 3 1 such that 
II W, W X II d Kk + PX(T, W. 
Therefore the series 
defines an analytic function for 1 TV - X 1 > E + px(T, S). But since 
(XI - S) f (h) - 0, we obtain 
[C(T, S)” XJf (A) = i (- 1)” T”-k-=W(4 
k-0 
and the series 
= (T - Xl)“Xf(h) 
f [CT - xlp x1fo = +, T) Xf (A) 
7l=O 
(p - ii)“+1 
for 
IP--hl > IIT--Il. 
By analytic extension we have therefore 
($ _ T) f Px SP Xlf(W = x-(h) 
*=o (CL - v+’ 
for 
I p - h I > E + Px(T q. 
Since E > 0 is arbitrary, it follows easily 
uT(Xf (A)) C I+& PX( T, 8)). 
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THRORRM 3.2. Let TV, S, X E B(3E) (V EN). If TV has the single-valued 
extension property for any v, X is injective and 
then S has also the single-valued extension property. 
PROOF. Let f (A) be an analytic X-valued function on an open set D, which 
verifies the equation (Al - S) f (A) = 0. 
Let D(h, yl), D(h, rs) C Df with rr > rs and 0 < E <: us. Since 
px( TV , S) ---f 0 there exists an N(E) such that, by Lemma 3.1, 
~&Kf(U CD@, ~1 if n > N(E). 
We shall denote 
then for 1 E - h 1 = rl and p E D(h, r2) we have 
and 
is analytic in p for 
Thus urV(Xf (A)) C CD@, c), h ence oT,(Xf (A)) = 4. But the spectrum of an 
element is void if and only if this is null [l] therefore Xf (A) = 0 and X being 
injective it follows f (A) = 0. Since h E D, is chosen arbitrary we obtain that S 
has the single valued extension property. 
THEOREM 3.3. If T, SE B(3E) h ave the single-valued extension property 
then for every x E X : u=(Xz) C D(u&), px( T, S)), for any X E B(3). 
PROOF. Let h E CD(us(x), px( T, S)) where x E 3E with Xx # 0 is arbitrary 
(If Xs = 0 then the assertion is trivial). Then there exists an analytic function 
x(p) such that (PI- S) x(p) = 3 in a neighborhood of A. If we shall put in 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 instead of u(S), p(S), R(h, S), and R,(h), respect- 
ively, us(z), p&) x(A) and xx(h) we shall obtain, by Lemma 1 .l., that 
(PI - T) x*(p) = xx in a neighborhood of A, hence 
u&Q) _C D(u&), PX( T, s)). 
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4. A subspace Y C 3E (i.e., a closed linear manifold) is called spectral 
maximalspace of T E B(X) [2] f t i i is invariant for T and if 22” in another sub- 
space invariant for T and u( T 1 2) C u( T 1 Y) then 3 C Y. An operator T is 
called decomposable [3] if for every open covering {Gi}rGiG, there exist spectral 
maximal spaces Yi such that a(T / YJ C Gi (i = l,..., n) and 
Y is spectral maximal space of T if and only if it has the form 
Y = {x; a&) CF} EfX,(F), 
where F = o(T 1 Y) [I]. 
THEOREM 4.1. If T, S, X E B(3E) and T, S are decomposable then the 
following conditions are equivalent : 
0) P 2 PXK 8) 
(ii) or(Xx) C D(u&), p) any x E X. 
(iii) Xx,(F) C &(D(F, p)) any closed F. 
PROOF. Let p > px(T, S). Since every decomposable operators has the 
single-valued extension property [l], it follows by Theorem 3.3, that for 
any x E 3&(F), or(Xx) C D(a&), px( T, S)) C D(F, p). Thus -7% E Xr(D(F, p)). 
Let now X&(F) C &(D(F, p)) f or every closed F. If E > 0 is given, there 
exists an open covering {Gi}iGiGn, of u(S) such that supA,,,oI 1 X - p 1 < E 
and spectral maximal spaces {Xs(Fi)}l, iGn, with Fi C Gi and CF:r &(FJ = X. 
Now consider &(D(F, , p)) and the operators Si = (S - XJ) 1 Xs(Fi) and 
Ti = (T - hiI) 1 &-(D(Fi , p)) with hi E Fi (i = l,..., n). 
By Mapping Spectral Theorem (Dunford) we have 
lim 11 Si” I]rln = sup 1 h 1 = sup 1 X - hi 1 < c. 
n+m AEO(Si) AGFi 
and 
lim 11 T3* Illln = sup 1 h I = sup I h --Ai 1 be +p. 
n+oo ,VT<) ~WF~,P) 
Consequently there exists an M, > 1 such that 
II V II G M&W and II Tin II < M,(P + 2~)“. 
Since 
C(T,S)“X=C(T-AI,S-A.lhl)“X, 
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we have, by abuse of notation (because XXs(FJ c %(D(Fd P)), for any 
xi E XS(Fi) 
// [C(T) S)” X] X.j 11 = jl [C(Ti 9 siY xl Xi II 
G 5 c) II T:-” II II 8,’ II II X II II it II 
k=O 
then the mapping 
of Y onto X is continuous; therefore, by Banach’s theorem, there exists an 
M > 0 such that for every x E X we may choose suitably sr + *a* + x,~ = x 
with xi E Xr(F,) (z’ = l,..., n) and 
Then from the above inequalities we have 
11 [C(T, S)” X] X I/ < 5 II [c(T, S)n xJ Xi II 
i=O 
< M,2 II X II (p + 4~)n 5 II Xi II 
i-l 
d MM,2 II X II (P + 4~)~ II x II - 
From this it follows easily that 
(since E > 0 was chosen arbitrary), and our proof is finished. 
COROLLARY 1. If T, S E B(X) are decomposable then for every X E B(3) 
we have, 
px(T, S) = sup sup inf IA--p I. 
A-#0 nqwq P-.$(x) 
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PROOF. Indeed, if we denote 
Tx(T, S) = sup sup inf 1 h -CL 1, 
XX#O .4~+-~) rq&) 
then we evidently have 
u&W C D(Q(~, 7x( T S)). 
Theorefore, by Theorem 4.1, T~( T, S) > px( T, S). Conversely, since by 
Theorem 3.3 we have 
+(Xx) c q&>, Px(T, S)), 
it follows easily that T~( T, S) < px( T, S). 
COROLLARY 2. If T, S E B(S) are decomposable then 
and 
l& Ij TnX 11 = sup sup 1 h ( 
n-m XX# 0 AeuT(XX) 
1% 11 XSn 11 = sup inf I p ( . 
n-x0 XXfO @.y(X) 
PROOF. It is sufficient to put respectively S = 0, T = 0 in the formula 
given by Corollary 1. 
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